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Abstract 
This paper presents a methodology for the selection of critical design-parameters for the design of Micro Meteoroid and Orbital Debris 
(MMOD) spacecraft protection based on a modified implementation of the concept of the Probability of No Impact (PNI).  The PNI 
 of protection 
systems.  However, it does not provide guidelines for the selection of the design impact speed, especially when the impact speed has a 
very wide statistical distribution like that encountered in interplanetary missions.  The modifications to the PNI methodology presented 
here allows for the selection of both, a design particle size and impact speed, based on the same discrete probability theory.  This 
methodology is applied to determine critical design parameters for the Solar Probe Plus (SPP) spacecraft; a mission currently under study 
 Sun-Earth Connection theme.  Results are presented for the Solar Array in the SPP 
spacecraft in the form of design particle size and impact speed for various PNI levels. 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Hypervelocity Impact Society. 
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1. Introduction 
The design of Micro Meteoroid and Orbital Debris (MMOD) shielding and the calculation of potential damage to 
spacecraft structural components and instruments has been the subject of extensive study at NASA and other research 
centers and academic institutions.  Since the initial conception of the aluminum Whipple shield to the development of more 
sophisticated Multi-Shock shielding systems using advanced materials like Kevlar and Nextel, a large volume of 
experimental and analytical work has been conducted to characterize their performance [1 7].  In most cases, their 
performance has been presented in the form of Ballistic Limit Equations (BLE) for various shield configurations and 
materials.  The work conducted at the NASA Jonson Space Center and the NASA White Sands Test Facility has been 
particularly extensive in the development of BLEs for application to the International Space Station and the Shuttle Program 
[8], [9].  The development of BLEs is such an integral component of NASAs MMOD protection design that in 2011 Ryan et 
al. completed the development of a software program that allows users to perform ballistic limit calculations for the design 
of shielding structures and the characterization of their performance[10]. 
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The performance of shielding systems is only one component in the design and analysis of spacecraft protection.  
Christiansen et al. provided a very detailed description of the MMOD protection design process and damage prediction 
currently employed by NASA, primarily for low-earth orbit missions (see Fig 1).  This process utilizes the BUMPER II 
code to estimate, through Monte Carlo simulations, the number of MMOD impacts that penetrate an initial shielding or 
component design.  The determination of which MMOD impacts penetrate or cause failure of a protection system is based 
on the Debris and Meteoroid environment models, and experimentally developed ballistic limit equations for specific 
protection configurations and materials.  The primary result obtained through this process is the Probability of No 
Penetration (PNP).  If the PNP obtained does not satisfy the reliability requirements of the mission, then the protection 
system is modified and the process is repeated again until a satisfactory result is obtained [8]. 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Process to design and evaluate MMOD protection using BUMPER II [8]. 
 
While this process can be applied to interplanetary missions, its implementation presents a number of challenges.  This 
methodology requires a preliminary design of the protection system or component of interest, as the first iteration point, 
accompanied by its corresponding BLEs.  However, in interplanetary missions like Solar Probe Plus (SPP), the spacecraft 
surfaces of interest can be fabricated of novel materials and with configurations for which appropriate BLEs do not already 
exist [11].  Thus, an expensive experimental program would have to be conducted to define these performance functions 
using a wide range of impactor sizes and impact speeds.  Furthermore, in the case of the SPP mission, the expected micro-
meteoroid impact speeds can have a very wide distribution with values ranging from 20km/s to above 300km/s which are 
significantly outside of the envelop of current experimental capabilities and well beyond possible extrapolation of current 
BLEs. 
For this reason, in interplanetary missions where BLEs for critical spacecraft components validated for the appropriate 
range of impact speeds do not exist, the calculation of critical design parameters - particle size and impact speed  is a 
necessary first step in the design of MMOD protection systems.  The Probability of No Impact (PNI) methodology has been 
widely used to determine critical particle sizes for the design of protection systems [12].  However, it does not provide 
guidelines for the selection of the critical impact speed, especially when the impact speed has a very wide statistical 
distribution.  The modifications to the PNI methodology proposed in this paper will allow for the selection of both, a design 
particle size and impact speed.  Thus, an experimental and analytical program for the design of spacecraft components can 
now focus on only these critical parameters leading to a reduction in cost during the design process. 
2. Solar Probe Plus Mission 
As indicated above, the Solar Probe Plus (SPP) mission will be used as a case study to present the modified PNI 
designed to learn more about the Sun and its effects on planetary systems and human activities.  At its closest approach, the 
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SPP spacecraft will pass as close as 9.5 solar radii from the Sun [11].  The trajectory to be traveled by the spacecraft will 
expose it to a harsh micro-meteoroid/dust environment that will result in a large number of impacts at very high impact 
speeds, especially at perihelion (see Fig 2).   
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Fig. 2.  Solar Probe Plus spacecraft rendering and mission trajectory [11]. 
A significant amount of work has been conducted to understand and model the factors that control this dust environment 
at distances inside of 1AU.  Observations of the solar F-corona and the zodiacal light together with near-earth in-situ 
measurements have been used to calibrate dust number-density models.  The Interplanetary Meteoroids Flux (IMF) model 
derived by Grün et al. is widely accepted as a standard interplanetary dust model and is used in this study [13]. 
2.1 Dust Environment 
Mann et al. gives a detailed discussion of the phenomena that controls the dust environment inside of 1AU and presents 
an analytical fit to the IMF model [14].  For a solar distance of r0 = 1AU and inclinations I < ±30º, the cumulative flux of 
masses larger than m (in grams) is given by, 
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where c1 = 2.2x103, c2 = 15, c3 = 1.3x10 9, c4 = 1011, c5 = 1027, c6 = 1.3x10 16, c7 = 106, g1 = 0.306, g2 = 4.38, g3 = 2, g4 = 4, 
g5 = 0.36, g6 = 2, and g7 = 0.85.  
The cumulative spatial density (number density) for the case of an isotropic flux is, 
 
 
 (2) 
 
where vr0 = 20km/s is the speed of dust particles at 1AU and 4 is a geometric factor.  For radii less than 1AU the 
cumulative spatial density increases proportional to r -1.   At low inclinations, 95% of the dust is in prograde and 5% in 
retrograde orbits.  
For dust particles orbiting the sun at high inclinations, the cumulative spatial density at 1AU is assumed to be 10% of 
that at the ecliptic for particles with a diameter smaller than  = 5 m and 5% for particles larger than  = 5 m.  The radial 
variation of the cumulative spatial density inside of 1AU increases proportional to r -1.5.  At high inclinations 50% of the 
dust is in prograde and 50% in retrograde orbits. 
The cumulative spatial density model described above does not include the effect of particles collisions and the resulting 
fragmentation.  Ishimoto [13], and Mann et al. [14] developed a numerical approach to estimate the collision effect on the 
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cumulative flux that takes into account the source of the dust as well as its orbital evolution.  The following figure shows the 
results of the their model for a distance r = 0.1AU. 
 
 
Fig. 3.  The mass distribution of dust shown as the cumulative flux at 0.1 AU [14] 
This figure shows the results of three different collisions models as well as the non-collision model (solid curve) given 
by equation (1) extrapolated as described above to 0.1AU.  It is evident from this figure that the inclusion of collision 
effects shifts the cumulative flux to smaller size particles giving a significantly lower flux for particles with a mass larger 
than ~10x10-7gr  3 was used for this study and it was assumed that the collision effect was zero 
outside of 1AU and between 1AU and 0.1AU it varied as described in Mann et al [14].   
2.2 Solar Probe Plus Dust Impact Statistics 
A software tool was developed in Matlab® that incorporates the dust model described above and numerically integrates 
the number of dust impacts as the spacecraft traverses the mission trajectory.  To calculate the number of dust impacts to be 
experienced by individual components and instruments of the SPP spacecraft, its main components were discretized as 
shown in Fig 4.  
The integrations process is conducted for each discrete surface and for various particle masses.  In addition to the 
integration of number of impacts, the software tool also calculates statistics for impact speed and impact obliquity angle 
(normal to the surface).  Typical results output by the software tool are presented here for the Solar Array, which is 
discretized as four surfaces (Primary side a, Secondary side a, Primary side b and Secondary side b).  Fig 5 shows the 
cumulative number of impacts on the SPP primary Solar Array -pointing) surface as a function of particle mass 
that results from the numerical integration process.  For this plot, 16 particle masses were used distributed using a 
logarithmic scale.  The statistical data collected through the integration process also includes histograms of the number of 
impacts as a function of impact speed and obliquity angle for every surface and every particle mass.  Figure 6 shows, as an 
example, the histogram for particles of 1x10-5 gr onto SPP primary Solar Array 
masses are then transformed into a two-dimensional Cumulative Density Function (CDF) in terms of normal impact speed 
and particle size.  Fig 7 shows 
Solar Array surfaces but are not included here for brevity. 
3.  Critical Design Parameters 
Critical design parameters for the design of spacecraft components to not fail under the dust environment to be 
encountered during the duration of the mission consist of a particle mass/diameter and an impact speed.  The definition of 
failure can differ for every component of the spacecraft and it can include penetration of shielding structures, the penetration 
of the cooling system, the severing of a wiring harness and the puncturing of a fuel tank, among others.  The design of 
specific spacecraft components then needs to guaranty that the impact of a particle of the critical size and speed does not 
cause failure, however failure is defined. 
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Fig. 4.  Discretized SPP spacecraft.
Fig. 5.  Cumulative number of impacts on So .
3.1 Standard PNI Methodology
To define the design requirements using the standard PNI methodology of a specific component it is necessary to
determine the cumulative total number of impacts that it will experience as a function of particle mass/diameter over the 
entire trajectory traveled by the spacecraft.  This is obtained through the integration process described in section 2.2 above 
and is shown for the SPP Solar Array in Fig 5.  The critical design particle is then defined as the one having a mass m that 
has an acceptable Probability of No Impact (PNIA).  That is, the spacecraft component is designed so that the critical particle
does not cause failure, resulting in a component reliability equal to the PNI. The probability of having n impact events of 
particles of mass m
                                                         (3)
where P(m,n) is the probability of having n impact events given NT (m) total cumulative number of impacts of a specific
mass m (see Fig 5).  The PNI is defined as the probability P for which the number of impacts n = 0,
Solar Array
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Fig 6.  Histogram of number of impacts for particles of 1x10-5
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                                                                     (4)
Then, the critical particle is defined as the particle that has the following total cumulative number of impacts,
                                                                   (5)
where PNIA is the acceptable PNI.
For example, using a PNIA of 0.99, NT = 1x10-2 and using Fig 5, the critical particle mass for the Primary Solar Array side
is 5.9x10-5 gr or 356 m using a mass density of 2.5 gr/cm3.
This procedure allows for the selection of the critical particle diameter, however as indicated before it gives no
guidelines for the selection of the design impact speed.  Close analysis of Fig 7 indicates that the normal impact speed 
expected on the primary Solar Array can range from about 5 km/s to above 150 km/s.  A conservative design could be
obtained by using 150 km/s as the design impact speed but it will produce spacecraft components that are overdesigned and 
heavy which will significantly impact the mass of the spacecraft and overall mission cost.
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3.2 Modified PNI Methodology
To address the selection of a design impact speed, the PNI methodology can be modified to use not only the cumulative
number of impacts as a function of particle mass, but also the CDF described in section 2.2.  To accomplish this, a
performance function needs to be defined for each spacecraft component of interest.   This performance function can
naturally take the form of a Ballistic Limit Equation (BLE) or a penetration equation as defined by Christiansen et al [8]. 
For example, for an aluminum monolithic shield the following penetration-depth equation is given [8],
(6)
where d is the particle diameter, BHN is p t the density of the particle and 
aluminum, V is the normal speed and C is the speed of sound in aluminum. However, for purposes of the methodology 
presented here, the full form of the penetration equation is not needed; it would defeat the purpose since it would require an 
extensive experimental program to obtain it.  Instead a damage proportionality function is all that is needed in the following 
form,
(7)
where S is the normal impact speed (V ), and p and q are exponents that define the proportionality.  For example if 
damage is proportional to kinetic energy then p = 1 and q = 2/3.  As such, this damage proportionality function is not 
explicitly dependent on material properties. This proportionally function can be modified to include any other stochastic 
parameters such as particle mass density, porosity and geometric features.  Of course, this implies that statistics of these
parameters, including correlation, can be obtained through a methodology similar to the one described in section 2.2 above. 
For Solar Probe Plus the dust environment models do not provide information to include these additional parameters.
Once the damage proportionality function is defined, a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is run to obtain random samples of 
the relevant parameters.  In the case of SPP the MC simulation samples for pairs of particle size and normal impact speed. 
First, a particle mass/size is randomly sampled from the cumulative of the number of impacts (see Fig 5).  Second a normal 
impact speed is randomly sampled from the CDF (see Fig 7) for the particle mass/size previously obtained.  This sample
pair is then used to calculate the value of the corresponding damage proportionality function (DP) defined using equation 
(7).  This sampling is repeated for the size of the MC simulation and the resulting DP numbers are then sorted and a
cumulative function is calculated similar to the cumulative of the total number of impacts as shown in Fig 5, except that in
this case the horizontal axis is not the particle mass but the value of the damage proportionality function (DP) as seen in Fig
8 for the primary Solar Array side p = 1.0 and q = 0.5, d is in cm and S in km/s.  For
this case the size of the MC simulation was 5x106 samples.
Fig. 8.  Cumulative of the damage
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Using the same PNI methodology described in section 3.1 but applied to the cumulative of the damage proportionality
function, a Design Damage Proportionality (DDP) value can be obtained.  This DDP together with the design particle size
obtained using the standard PNI methodology can be used to obtain the design impact speed as follows,
(8)
For example for the SPP primary Solar Array NT = 1x10-2, using Figure 7 (see green 
dashed line), the DDP (horizontal axis) is 0.166, ddesign is 356 m (0.0356 cm, from above) and Sdesign, using equation (8) is
21.7 km/s which is significantly lower than the 150 km/s upper bound in the CDF shown in Fig 7.  Thus, for the SPP 
m and a normal impact speed of 21.7 km/s
for a PNI of 99%. If a 150 km/s normal impact speed was used for design purposes, the Damage Proportionality value (DP)
would be 0.436, which is 2.6 times the DDP obtained using the methodology presented here.  This would translate into a
significant overdesign of, for example, the layered system covering the Solar Array cooling system.
4.  SPP Solar Array Design Parameters
The methodology described above was used to analyze all the surfaces of the SPP Solar Array and they are presented 
here as a case study.  Fig 9 shows the design particle size for all Solar Array surfaces showing the expected exponential
behavior as a function of PNI.  Fig 10 shows the design normal impact speed that decreases as the PNI increases.  This
behavior is in accordance with the two-dimensional Cumulative Density Function (CDF) shown in Figure 7 that indicates
that for small particle sizes the normal impact speed has a wider distribution leading to larger design speeds, while for larger 
particles the normal impact speed has a narrower distribution shifted towards lower values leading to lower impact speeds.
Fig. 9.  Design particle size for SPP Solar Array surfaces.
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5.  Summary
The standard PNI methodology has been widely used to determine critical particles sizes for the design of spacecraft 
components or protection systems.  However, it does not provide guidelines for the selection of the critical impact speed,
especially when the impact speed has a very wide statistical distribution as encountered in interplanetary missions.  The
modifications to the PNI methodology presented here allows for the selection of both, a design particle size and an impact 
speed based on a damage proportionality function appropriate for the spacecraft component of interest. The new 
methodology was applied to the Solar Array in the Solar Probe Plus spacecraft and the results presented in the form of plots
of design particle sizes and normal impact speeds.
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